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The universe is infinite. You are not. S... JOIN OUR DISCORD About The Game
Inheritors2078: The universe is infinite. You are not. So began a story of a man and
woman, who, driven by a strong hatred towards every living being. Soon they get a
chance to see if they are not that same universe and if the universe they hated so
much. A single game with 6 characters, each with a unique weapon, appearance

and fighting style. We are still working on how all that works, but we want to show
something before hand. we are working on the gameplay elements. There's a lot to
do (the game is 2/3 of the way done), so we want to make sure we do everything

right. We know it's a lot to do, but we are determined to make this game as good as
possible before it's out. we are working on the weapon system and trying to make
the combat unique while having a easy to understand system. this will be a single

player game with no online play. We are working on the sfx and music, we are
focusing on being unique. (We were told it's bland, but we will find a way to make it
sound good, so don't worry, we aren't lazy.) after that we are focusing on the plot.
We want to make sure you care about what's going on, and that you are satisfied
with the end. We are aiming for launch in December, but we want to make sure

we're really good first. We know it will take a while to create, but we want to do this
RIGHT! Last time I went on YouTube there wasn't much and things just got me

frustrated, so I didn't upload my work. Well, I did it again, but this time you guys will
see some progress :3 I'm on my own till I build my team, so we can focus on the

game, but I can't make that decision by myself. I'm planning on having a staff of 3
people, if that's feasible. So, I hope you're enjoying it so far, and I would love to
hear your thoughts on it :3 Hey there! We've got quite a bit to talk about, so lets

start with the first question. How did you come up with the name? Well, I've already
told you everything I could so far.
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Features Key:
[PC]

Directx 9.0c compatible
Black

Windows 7 / Vista compatible
Key features:

19 new tracks by Ken F.  As usual, include stuff like:
The Furies
The Black Cobras
Perfect Circle
Omf.
In Nolens Volens
Slow Templar

1 indep. track by well known Japanese hardcore band, L&L.
A popular homebrew NI tribute tune "Scorched Earth"

A popular humor tune, "Liao Wan Wan"
Two L&L prelude tracks

6 custom music samples of Skull, Noldering, Frieza, Zell and Sloth.
Default skins of Dragon Punch and Skull

Played at 110 BPM/9 Mpc

Storyline/Outline

Loath Nolder lived a life of antagonism, violence and chaos. Self proclaimed self replicating, Anti-Life, he
steals and murders. It is a life where he cannot have an afterlife, so he turns himself into an AI inside his
ship. But his ship is found by Sung, a rookie detective of the WIS, who knows nothing of the happenings of
the universe. Torn away from his lifeless ship, he now struggles to survive, meet new races, and keep out of
the hands of those who want to mine the universe using anti matter, for the next silver dollar. That's is I
came up with. That's what I will be writing. If you want to hear it live, check out this device:
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